
REALITY. 

When the Liberal Party waa forced to disb&.nd in 1968 a number of members 

decided to t ry to ke:~llfte ideas for which it had stood din by starting 

a journal which would express the. They named that journal RE.ALITY. 

The firstnumber of REALITY appeared early in 1969 and it has appeared regularly, 

exc,~t on a few occasions whml it has been banned, ever since. 

REALITY called. itself a 'Journal of Liberal Opinion•. After some years, in order 

to accommodate other views, it changed this to "A Journal of Liberal and 

Radical", lnit, though radical views are expressed in the journal, its baeio 

commitment is to a "Liberal" solution to South Africa's probl.a. 

The journal appears every two months. It carries editorial comment on import

antq~ngf the daJ - sometimes a bit delayed, we regret to a~, by the 

fact t hat it takes some time to produce eaohn&ili - and articles discussin8 

matters of great concern to all of us. 

Occasionally a "Special" issue on a particular subJect is produced. So we 

have had one on Natal, one on the Eastern Cape, one on South Africa's 

International position, and so on. Occasionally we run a aeries of articles 

discussing a particular problem OWi'! &' number of issues. There was, for 

example, an important debate on the question of rural land tenure arrangements 

which continued for some months in succeeding editions. 

We believe that it is as important now as it was in 1969 to keep Liberal ideu 

and proposals for the future shape of our aooiety firmly in the public debate 

and we invite you to help do that, as well as perhaps to contribute to that 

debate through articles in REJ.LITY, by subscribing to it now. 
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